You can add a book which is not yet in Library stock to your reading list using Amazon or the publisher’s website. This will be a temporary record and is replaced by a link to the book record on the Library catalogue once we have purchased the item. Please note: it takes a minimum of two weeks for the Library to obtain a printed book from our suppliers.

1) Search for the required book on Amazon (or the publisher’s website). Click on the title of the book to view the full record.

2) Click on the ‘Add to My Bookmarks’ tool from your bookmarks toolbar. The screen will split in half. You may find the right side of the screen is blank (as in my example, below). However, Aspire will harvest details of the item.
3) Click on ‘Create & Add to List’ and add a message in the ‘Note for library’ box to indicate it is not yet available from the Library. When the list is sent for review, we will purchase the book.